
MioWORK" Log1st1cs Warehouslng Retail and Hosp1tallty Field Services and Sales 

Reliable and robust devices ta make warehousing, 
hospitality and industrial processes more efficient 
and streamlined. 

MioWORK consists of a range of rugged tablets with 
many commercial applications, replacing traditional 
ways of working (pen and paper or consumer-grade 
devices). They allow you ta work faster and more 
accurately, while also benefiting tram less disruption 
ta processes due ta the low failure rate. 

We also offer a range of accessories that enhance the 
usability, efficiency and function of our mobile 
devices. 

MioWORK devices are easy-to-use, but ais□ highly 
advanced and versatile, allowing you ta achieve hlgh 
levels of productivity without the need for extensive 
training. 

We work with various distribution partners across 
Europe, enabling end users to discover and use new 
working methods. We collaborate closely with several 
MDM providers (specialising in different areas) to 
maximise the practicality and security of MioWORK 
products in the workplace. For instance, we can 
arrange restricted access to certain applications and 
allow data to be wiped remotely if a device goes 
missing. 

MioCARF Healthcare I Pharmacy Management E-observat,on 

Oesigned to give healthcare professionals everything We work closely with healthcare software specialists 

they need at their fingertips, with mobile technology to provide a variety of applications including; patient 

that surpasses consumer-grade products in every care, ward rounds, wireless wristband and label 

area. MioCARE is the obvious choice to give doctors printing, as well as security protocols including 

and nurses the freedom to spend more time caring two-factor authentication and single sign-on. 

for patients and less time on paperwork and 

cross-referencing. 

Ali MioCARE tablets are covered with an 

anti-microbial coating to help prevent infection. They 

can also be cleaned with alcohol and disinfectant, 

making them more appropriate for medical use than 

consumer products. 

Accessories 

Single and Multi-Unit Ill■
Power Data [radies � MloWORK" MloCARE-
serIesA2□□tA3□□,As□□,L1101L13□ 

Ali MioCARE products are available with EN 60601 

certified power supplies for use in Medical 

environments. 

MloWORK- MloCARE" 

Hot-Swap Battery • MloWORI< MloCARE" Neck-Strap MloWORK- MloCARE-

Active□igitizerPen 

CapacitiveStylus& Pen�• 
Serles:AII 

� 

MloWORI< MloCARE" 

MloWORI< MloCARE-

��::v���
-VehicleCradle & MloWORI< / 

ln-VehicleCharger Q\ MloWORI< MloCARE-

Pistai Grip 

Protective Casing 
Series:200/A300,AS00,F700 

Battery Charging Dock 
Series:A500(4slots), 
L110/L130(1xslot lnslngle c r a dle) 
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About MiTAC 

A leader in the global ICT lndustry, MiTAC International Corp was founded in 1982 and has since evolved into 

an ward-winning multinational organisation offering R&O, design, manufacturing, assembly, marketing 

and bespoke solutions covering the full range of electronics manufacturing services (EMS). MiTAC's 

position at the leading edge of the Fleet Management industry began with it's global brands Mio and 

Magellan and has been affirmed more recently with their extensive industrial tablet range. 

Since launch, MiTAC has been awarded the prestigious IF Design Award for three consecutive years for the 

well-respected MioWORK™ and MioCARE™ Ll35 Series and A-Series Professional table! and handheld 

ranges. With the launch of our latest line-up, the Mi□WORK•M and MioCARE•M ASOO Series and the 

MioWORK™ F700 Series, we continue to empower organisations to save valuable resources and increase 

efficiency by placing practical, durable and powerful data capture technology at their fingertips. 
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Award-winning MioCARE and MioWORK semi-rugged tablets are designed to resist multiple 

drops, shocks, spills and splashes, offering high protection while remaining lightweight, 

easlly portable and attractive. 

Ali devices corne with a customised Android™ operating system for extra security, stability 

and reliabllity. They are all simple and intuitive ta use, yet highly advanced in terms of 

capability. 

A lower total cost of ownership is achievable compared to consumer-grade tablets due to 

the reduced speed of obsolescence, failure rate of less than 2% and the availability of 

extended warranties. 
Pour plus de reneignements, n'hésitez pas à nous contacter au 01 69 35 10 00 ou par  e-mail à contact@idservices.f r
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